
www.stormelectric.org

years of Experience with
local & International companies.

COMPANY PROFILE



OUR COMPANY
ESTABLISHED IN 2009.

- We're a pioneer and distinct company in
   producing various LED electrical headlights
   Fire alert and sound systems.

- We also can install and maintain electrical supplies
   through cooperative team of expert
   Engineers and technicians.

- All we do based on QUALITY at the first place!
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OUR CURRENT MISSION
- Providing super and exceptional lighting
   services with an International Quality to our clients.

- Offer a suitable environment to enhance the
   efficiency of our employees and get the best
   lightning products in the market.

OUR FUTURE VISION
- Increase our company capacity of lightning
   products units in a short time.

- To be recognized as the best lightning
   supplies and system provider in Egypt.

- Increase customer satisfaction and trust
   through implement quality assurance
   Coinciding with International standards.
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OUTDOOR
FLOODLIGHT
l o n g  l i f e  l i g h t i n g



SUCCESSFUL PARTNERS: 
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SUCCESSFUL PARTNERS: 
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STORM ELEGANT SERVICES: 

- Provide and install Diversified LED lightning units.

- Provide all electrical supplies such inverters,
   heat meters, circuit breakers in varying sizes,
   controllers, cables, sensors, connectors, capacitors

- Assembling and build electrical panels
   and designing protective circuits. 

- Installation of transformers and motors. 

- Installing various complementary
   system fire alarm and sound systems .

- We supply you with high-trained and expert
   Engineers and technicians in electrical installation
   and quality supervision. 
 



WHO WE CAN SERVE: 

LED FLOOD LIGHT
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WHO WE CAN SERVE: 

  LED HIGH BAY LIGHT
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WHO WE CAN SERVE: 

  LED STREET LIGHT
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OUR ISO 9001 CERTIFICATE

Because of our strong customer focus,
the motivation and implication of top
management, the process approach
and continual improvement for services
and products.



We will be beyond thrilled
to cooperate with you.

Mobile.: 01006661498
Mobile.: 01022225880
Tell.: 0554361394
Fax: 05543744603
Email: sales@stormelectric.org
Website: www.stormelectric.org

Address:
Factory: 10th of Ramadan - Industrial Zone A6
South Arab - Plot No. 6 - Behind Ceramica Cleopatra

Administration: 10th of Ramadan - Jordanian
Egyptian Center 1 - Exhibition No. 98 - 58

Sadat: Hertz Electric, the second district services hub
Building No. 12 - Showroom No. 1


